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Day at

ONE
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It is without a doubt that this island offers numerous activities to keep children engaged.
Ranging from nature visits to water-based fun, video gaming halls to sporting activities,
the list is endless, and all dedicated to allowing parents a little breathing space while at
the same time giving them a chance to bond with their children.
attraction draws kids to it like no
other. Unlike trampolines at other
places, here at Finns, they have a
specially designed, spring-loaded
frame allowing you to bounce higher.
Whether flip forward or backwards,
your kids can easily perform tricks and
somersaults on the trampoline. The
safety aspect has also been properly
put in place with two-inch-thick safety
pads all over this venue.
To end your day perfectly, get on a
free shuttle bus service to Finns Beach
Club. Located in front of the famous
Berawa surf break, enjoy a lazy day
out from the comfort of the daybeds
near the infinity edge pool or by the
beachfront. The beach club is wellsituated, allowing visitors to enjoy
wonderful sunset views from the best
angle. The upbeat music played by
the DJs match the vibe of the venue.

T

he fact that Bali is getting
crowded narrows down the
options for parents to do
multiple activities with their
kids over the weekend. We can waste
time in traffic if attempting to visit
multiple venues one after another,
seeking out activities to satisfy the
whole family. Instead, why not head
to Canggu and visit Finns Recreation
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Club where the best attractions
for families are jam-packed in one
convenient location.
Coming up with their version of Disney
World, this club offers something for
every child’s dream to expel some of
that boundless energy with a host of
sporty activities. To make the visit even
more memorable, Finns has prepared

a Super Fun Pass where visitors gain a
one-day free access to Splash Water
Park, Strike Ten Pin Bowling, Bounce
Trampoline Centre and Finns Beach
Club.
Start your day at the Splash Water Park.
Featuring world-class water slides,
this water park provides hours of fun
with 4 rides to choose from. For those

looking for something extreme, the
Big Red weaves and rolls through the
curves with momentum intensifying
at every turn from the fifth story to
the finish, while the Super Bowl takes
a tailspin around the bowl before
shooting you deep into the plunge
pool below. For speed fans, Giant
Racer and Speed Racer offer a long
slide for you to race with the other
members of the family. For a perfect
time out from the excitement of the
slides, head over to the Crazy Creek
to relax and admire the ambience
of the entire park. If you are coming
with toddlers, share an aquatic
adventure with your little ones at
Splash Playground.

After lunchtime, you may want to
continue your day out at Strike Ten
Pin Bowling. Not only dedicated to
bowling enthusiasts, your kids can also
have a great time here. With automatic
pinsetters and computerised scoring
system, you can either enjoy the
game as individuals or form teams
with other visitors. For Kids Strike
Bowling, bumpers on the side of the
lanes are provided to prevent the ball
from going into the gutter. The venue
has an air-conditioned restaurant, so
you can consider having lunch here.
Next, go to the Bounce Trampoline
Centre. Specifically designed for
keeping the fun charged up, this

Finns Super Fun Pass is perfect for
those heading out to Canggu for
the day. If you plan on staying a
little longer, Finns Recreation Club
also offers different day passes and
membership options at reasonable
rates. So, stop bothering yourself with
the tedium of trying to coordinate
your own line-up of activities. With
Finns Super Fun Pass, all you need to
add is your enthusiasm!
Finns Recreation Club
Raya Pantai Berawa, Canggu
+62 361 8483939
www.finnsrecclub.com
www.finnsbeachclub.com
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